
WEDDING SALE UNTIL THE END OF THIS MONTH ONLY WHEN YOU MENTION WEDDING WIRE! 
 

$875 SPECIAL for 4 HOURS – planning guide & worksheet, 
ceremony setup (when at same venue as reception), dance lights, 
some uplights around the DJ booth, BOSE setup, wireless mics, 
façade.  
 
 
ADD ON PACKAGES & SERVICES (prices subject to change:  
~EXTRA DJ HOURS:  Are the guests having more fun than you anticipated? Overtime hours can be 
added on at anytime (even during the event)                                                                        $150 an hour. 
 
~OUR HUGE LAZER SHOW  
Jazz up your dance experience with Laser show across your entire ceiling.                  $150. 
 
~UPLIGHTING  
Bring your room to life with vibrant mood-setting color. Modern LEDs with any color of your choice for wall 
washing ambiance.                                                                               $250 small room / $350 Ball room. 
 
~THE DJ CAM –              
Digital Wedding Package:  This package gets you on the average of 400-1000 professional shots on 
disc (no prints/edits) for your ceremony, group shots, photo booth shots (downloadable to guests) from 
your dedicated photographer. All pictures on flash drive that night for immediate sharing!       Total $650. 
 
Photo Booth Package:  Out photo booth shoot with fun party props gets you unlimited 4x6 professional 
shots or magnets printed live for your guests from a dedicated photographer.                          Total $800. 
                                                                                                  
~DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH SLIDE SHOW : Running at cocktail hour, or a scheduled event set to music, A 
digital projection slide show can be provided using any digital pictures that you have collected from your 
life that you wish to share with your guests, played to a song of your choice.                           Total $200. 
 
~CEREMONY MUSIC PACKAGE:  If the ceremony is in the same location, we can provide music for the 
ceremony with a half hour early start as guests arrive. To add the ceremony package onto your quote, it 
is essentially hourly for as long as you have the DJ on site extra up until the reception time. (See EXTRA 
DJ HOURS above)                                                                                                                Average $225. 
 
~PARTY PROP PACKAGE: 
Party props! You know like….Glow sticks… Beads… Sunglasses… Inflatable guitars…   

         $25.00 (25 guests), $50.00 (for 70), or $100 (150 people.) 
 

~MOVE THE PARTY - Need to shift the music somewhere else?:  Say that you unexpectedly need to 
move out of the hall and into a different room to allow the party to continue at the end of the night… “Set 
up moves” are tough, but can happen.                                                    Move Fee - $100. 
 
~KARAOKE!!!:  Some weddings these days are most memorable for being non-traditional. Our #1 award-
winning complete karaoke set-up with a huge library!                                    Total $150. 
 
~THEME WEDDING SERVICES:   
Costume - Your DJ comes in complete professional costume of your theme ($75-125) 
Irish Wedding - Bag Piper ($250) 
Square Dance Instructor, Fiddle Player & Guitarist with Live Lessons ($350) 
 
 


